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It is a common observation that diamond surface conductivity rises after exposure to hydrogen
plasmas. Hydrogenation treatments are known to induce ap-type conductive layer, which is not
present on non-hydrogenated samples. However, the particular mechanisms predominant in the
plasma treatment process are still controversial, and several antagonist conditions have been
reported to be of importance, such as sample temperature~500 °C to 800 °C!, duration ~a few
seconds to 1 h!, and microwave~MW! power density, etc. Further, the post-plasma step is also
crucial, especially since the surface conductivity has been reported to be affected by the presence of
an adsorbate layer on the diamond surface. By setting up the arrangement to enable thein situ
measurement of the surface conductivity after treatment, we have been able to control all parameters
that could affect the surface conductivity, in order to determine those of importance. Among the
parameters studied, we were able to analyze the influence of the surface temperature, the gas phase
exposure~dry air, wet air, neutral gas, CH4, O2 , and H2), the MW plasma conditions (O2 ,H2) as
well as the exposure to UV~Hg and deuterium! and the importance of the sequence and duration of
each of these treatments. We found that hydrogenated surfaces are strongly influenced by the
combination of wet air exposure and UV light. We noticed that the effect of UV light is persistent
and cannot be related to direct photoconduction and has to be attributed to a modification of the
trapped defect population. This can, therefore, be compared with the modification of filled defect
density as observed in persistent photoconduction. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1539922#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is a common observation that diamond surface c
ductivity rises after exposure to hydrogen plasmas. This c
ductivity is seen to persist for long periods under cert
conditions, and has been reported to occur on single-cry
and polycrystalline diamond films grown by chemical vap
deposition~CVD! methods.1–3 Values of the surface conduc
tivity in the range 1025 to 1023 V21 cm21 are commonly
observed, with the conductivity being due to the presenc
holes; thisp-type conductivity disappears after oxidation
the surface.2–14 Among the techniques that have been
ported to create the H-surface layer, exposure to microw
~2.45 GHz! stimulated hydrogen plasmas seems to be
most efficient technique. With a wide range of experimen
conditions~pressure, temperature, and duration! appearing to
stimulate the effect. The origin of thisp-type conduction has
been controversial with several models being discuss
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principally the formation of a surface hole accumulati
layer through the presence of adsorbates,4 the presence of
shallow acceptor states in the near-surface region,13 and,
most recently, the formation of a surface hole accumulat
layer through the presence of either adsorbates or me
with an appropriate electronegativity.14 This form of p-type
conductivity has been used to form field-effect transistors
single-crystal,15 highly oriented CVD16 and polycrystalline
CVD diamond.17 Denisenko and co-workers have attempt
to consider the origin of the conductivity in terms of devi
characteristics.18

Most recent observations conclude that although
hydrogen-terminated surface is required before this form
p-type conductive surface layer can be formed, alone, i
insufficient. For example, without removing such adsorb
hydrogen, the surface conductivity can be varied fro
around 10211 to 1023 V21 cm21 by modification of the en-
vironmental conditions.10 Implicated factors are the initia
surface condition, the presence of water or oxygen cont
ing gases, thermal desorption of surface species, the pres
il:
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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of metallic layers and light promoted effects. Most ea
studies failed to isolate these processes; this article fo
part of an on-going collaboration between the authors
aims to control each experimental parameter independe
leading to an enhanced insight into the origin and usefuln
of this form of p-type conduction on diamond. In this stud
we have measured surface conductivityin situ after exposure
to a microwave-stimulated hydrogen plasma. A similar stu
has been carried out by Cannearts and co-workers.19 In this
case, electrical connections were used that remained pe
nently in contact with the sample during all steps prior to a
following plasma exposure. This approach leads to the ex
sure of the electrical probes to atomic hydrogen at high te
peratures, and can, hence, result in their corrosion. As s
it is possible that re-evaporated electrode material may e
neously affect any electrical measurements made. Furth
is clear that the plasma itself could be altered if the sam
surface is kept at a fixed bias or simply even connected
two electrical contacts that may act as microwave absorb
Hence in the current study, removable electrical probes h
been deployed throughout. This approach has also been
viously taken by Foordet al.20 Only small changes in the
insulating character of the diamond surface were obser
when surfaces freshly hydrogenated in a microwave pla
were exposedin situ to water vapor or a range of commo
gases in separate experiments. However, a large increa
surface conductivity was seen if the surface was first expo
to water vapor and then other gasses including oxygen,
bon dioxide, and formic acid. Conductivity changes we
also observedex situ in solutions of differingpH, although
irretrievable loss of the conductive phase was observed if
diamond was heated in alkaline solutions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Samples were mounted in a plasma chamber with a b
pressure of 1027 mbar, which has been described in det
elsewhere.21 The system uses 2.45 GHz microwave energy
form a resonant standing wave within the vacuum region
the chamber and can cause the formation of an ato
hydrogen-based three-dimensional plasma ‘‘ball’’ upon fi
ing of the chamber with hydrogen. Typical conditions us
here were 1 h exposures to samples held at a surface t
perature of 820 °C, using 50 mbar pressure, 120 sccm hy
gen flow, and 900 W power. Following this, samples we
cooled in hydrogen gas at 50 mbar for 1 h. A mechani
manipulator was used to enable two copper probes to
positioned on the sample surface for conductivity measu
ments, while allowing their removal during plasma tre
ments. Conductivity measurements were performed usin
Keithley 6517A electrometer. For all results reported here
bias supply of 5 V is used. The system was equipped w
five gas lines for either plasma or postplasma exposures
ing argon, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, or methane. A re
tive heater under the substrate holder enabled annea
treatments up to 800 °C to be performed. In this way,
sample could be dehydrogenated and similar initial con
tions obtained for new experiments without exposing
sample to air. A water cell connected to the reactor and k
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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at room temperature allowed a feed of gaseous water into
process chamber; this flow could also be assisted using
argon carrier gas. A schematic representation of the app
tus is shown in Fig. 1.

All the results reported here were obtained from t
same free-standing polycrystalline diamond sample, with
mensions of 50 mm diameter and 64mm thickness. The
sample displayed random grain orientations. Two large a
metal electrodes (40 mm35 mm), separated by a 1.5 mm
gap, were deposited onto the sample surface before posi
ing in vacuo. The electrode material consisted of stack
layers of gold and platinum, which offered good resilien
following hydrogen and oxygen plasma exposures.

III. RESULTS

The first set of experiments addressed the influence
dry gases on hydrogenated diamond surfaces. Directly af
hydrogen plasma treatment, the measuring probes w
brought into contact with the sample, measuring a surf
conductivity value of only 10212 V21 cm21. Dry argon was
then fed into the chamber, and Fig. 2 shows the evolution
the surface conductivity that was measured with the ar
partial pressure plotted on the same axis. These plots indi
little or no change in the conductivity is observed up to p
tial pressures as high as 800 mbar. Exactly the same ex

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.

FIG. 2. Evolution of hydrogenated surface current after plasma treatme
the pressure is varied from vacuum 800 mbar with Ar, O2 , N2 , and CH4

1N2 gaseous mixtures.
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ment was then carried out with other dry gases, namely2 ,
N2 , and a mixture of N2 /CH4; the same result was obtaine

A second set of experiments involved exposing the
drogenated diamond surface to water vapor before filling
chamber with dry gas. Initially, a water cell was used: Wh
opened to the reactor, rapid pressure equilibrium was reac
typically of around 20 mbar; the chamber was then increa
in pressure using argon gas. A significant increase in sur
conductivity is observed, reaching values of 1028

V21 cm21. However, it is clear that this value is far from th
values expected for the most conductive layers that h
been reported in literature, where values higher th
1025 V21 cm21 are typically expected.

A third set of experiments aimed to exposure the hyd
genated diamond surfaces to higher partial pressures of w
using a heated water source and, again, an argon carrier
The results of this experiment are plotted in Fig. 3, whe
again, the current observed is plotted alongside the wa
argon partial pressure. In this case the rise in conducti
observed is of seven orders of magnitude from 10212 to
1025 V21 cm21.

In these experiments the effect of UV light, from a no
filtered D2 lamp, on the surface conductivity of hydrogenat
samples was studied. In the preceding experiments, it
been shown that hydrogenated surfaces exposed to wate
por show conductivities that can increase by up to se
orders of magnitude as compared to dry surfaces. Water
posed hydrogenated diamond surfaces were used here, w
following exposure of the chamber to 800 mbar of wat
argon, the diamond surface was exposed to UV light thro
a fused silica view port. Figure 4 shows the evolution of t
conductivity: A further order of magnitude rise in the co
ductivity is observed. This progressive increase is extrem
slow and takes affect over a couple of hours, with a m
sured light flux of approximately to 1013 photons cm22 s21.
However, when UV exposure ceases, little decrease in
surface conductivity was observed. This persistent cond
tivity was extremely stable, lasting for weeks after expos
~Fig. 5!. Similar observations were made when the wa
length of the light was varied above and just below the ba
gap energy of diamond~5.5 eV, 225 nm!, using filters on the

FIG. 3. Rise in the surface conductivity (10212 to 1025 V cm21) after H2O
exposure. The equilibrium is reached after 5 h.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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D2 light source, or making use of an alternative mercu
vapor lamp.

The effect of evacuating the chamber after this expe
ment was then investigated. The evolution of the sample c
ductivity observed is shown in Fig. 6. The pressure in
chamber is reduced during rough pumping, to the value
which water starts to evaporate significantly~typically ,30
mbar!. In this phase, very high levels of water vapor beco
available in the chamber, and a significant rise in conduc
ity was observed: From 0.2531023 to 0.531023

V21 cm21. Then, when most of the water has been pump
from the chamber, the pressure was reduced further~turbo-
molecular pumping!; the conductivity began to drop and wa
observed to do so irremediably for several days.

IV. DISCUSSION

The most striking observation from the current study
that the combination of water exposure and UV light on h
drogenated surfaces gives rise to extreme surface conduc
ties of the order or 1023 ohm21. This result conflicts with
some previous reports, where nonwater based adsorb
were required before significant surface conduction could

FIG. 4. Following the described exposure to water vapor, the surfac
exposed to UV illumination. A rise in the conductivity is observed fro
10211 to 1023 V cm21.

FIG. 5. Stability of the surface conductivity over one week in the dark
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seen.19,20 For example, in the work of Foordet al.,20 CVD
diamond surfaces freshly hydrogenated in a microw
plasma were found to be insulating~as here!, but even when
exposedin situ to water vapor and other common atm
spheric gases in individual exposures no conductivity w
observed. However, exposure to water vapor followed
exposure to gases such as formic acid, oxygen, or ca
dioxide produced a large increase in conductivity, althou
nitrogen gas was found to be ineffective in this regard. Th
results were qualitatively consistent with previous sugg
tions that the conductivity at exposed hydrogenated diam
surfaces arises through electron transfer to adsorbates, w
is mediated by the presence of a ‘‘wetting layer.’’ It is, ther
fore, possible that in the present case, low levels of imp
ties have been fed into the chamber with the argon ga
which case our observations would be consistent with
report. However, when the system was exposed to ar
~plus any potential impurities! alone, no rise in conductivity
was observed~initial experiment!. Conversely, exposure t
saturated water vapor without argon carrier gas did prov
high levels of surface conduction, although not as high
that achieved with higher water vapor pressures carried w
argon gas. Since the effective distillation of water into t
plasma chamber is unlikely to be accompanied by signific
impurity gases it can be stated that water alone can prov
high levels of surface conductivity, but that a wider range
adsorbates may be implicated in the formation of surfa
which display the highest possible levels of electrical co
duction. In this case, the present study is consistent w
previous observations, but uniquely indicates the vital role
water or waterlike adsorbates in the promotion of diamo
surface conductivity.

The second most significant observation from the w
performed here is the clear demonstration that exposur
water saturated surfaces to UV light leads to a further ris
surface conductivity, even though the exact photon ene
~above and below the band gap energy! does not seem to
play a significant role. The photon fluxes used here do
lead to photoconductivity at the conduction levels observ
the light must provoke an enhancement of the hydrogen

FIG. 6. Evacuating the water vapor from the chamber; between 20 a
mbar~below room-temperature water vapor pressure!, the conductivity rises
from 0.2531023 to 0.531023 V cm21. Below, the conductivity drops as
the remaining water vapor is removed from the chamber.
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diamond surface conductivity. UV light modification of th
wet surface properties, that can take one of two forms:~i!
activation of water species on the diamond surface, or~ii ! the
modification of diamond electrical properties when expos
to UV. CVD diamond is known to support a large number
defect states that could be activated by the UV light. Te
niques such as thermoluminescence, thermally stimula
currents, and deep level transient spectroscopy have id
fied trapping levels localized around 1.2 eV within the ba
gap which can be emptied at elevated temperatures of 55
In the same manner that the trapped population on th
levels affects the radiation detection properties of diamond
is likely that it also modifies the surface conductivity of th
hydrogenated surface. In fact, if the surface conductivity
lies on the formation of an adsorbate layer to which electr
have to be provided from the diamond, it is likely that th
modification of the trapped populations in the diamond b
will vary this ability of the diamond to provide these ele
trons to the surface layer.

To clarify this, we have conducted a final experime
After annealing~400 °C!, the surface conductivity dropped t
values of the order of pA, level of the lower limit of th
measurement setup, this value corresponding to those m
sured just before the hydrogenation process and after
oxygen plasma treatment. At this point, the sample surf
was then exposed to UV light before being exposed to wa
We observed that water exposure then allows one to dire
reach the high levels of surface conductivity as obser
when UV was shined after water exposure. This dem
strates that the UVs do not play a significant effect on mo
fying or activating water species on the surface, but rat
helps promote the creation of the conductive layer by mo
fying the trapped level population in the diamond.

The order of importance of UV or water exposure do
not, therefore, play a significant role, and since the hydro
plasma are intense sources of UVs, we can realize here
the temperature of the diamond at which the plasma
switched off becomes of importance. If the plasma is ext
guished below the temperature at which levels are emp
~typically 500 K!, then the defect levels remain populate
therefore rendering the adsorbate layer formation easier
enabling higher levels of conductivity. One other way, the
fore, is to shine UVs on the sample before or after expos
to water.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

All these investigations on the nature of the hydrog
nated surface aspire to identify the parameter~s! responsible
for the rise of the surface conductivity after an hydrog
plasma treatment in order to obtain a reproducible proto
to control the quality of the hydrogenation. We have se
that water alone seems to have a significant contribution
the diamond surface conductivity. Further, the effect of lig
and particularly in the UV domain gives evidence that t
stability of the surface conductivity may be partly govern
also by the status of the trapped population of deep le
defects. Since this trapped population can be affected by
ternal factors like light and heat, care has to be taken w

6
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the sample is brought back to atmosphere after the hydro
plasma treatment. The inherent stability of devices based
the surface conductivity of diamond must imply that the s
face properties remain stable and kept away from ot
sources of gas as well of light as a crucial step for dev
fabrication.
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